Pathways to Inclusive Entrepreneurship:
Scaling Entrepreneurship-led Job Creation
Timings

Agenda

Remarks
21 November 2022

By 21:00

Yatris to reach Hotel
Konark Grand and Dinner

-

Yatris can avail local conveyance from nearest
Railway stations and Airport and connect with
DA team
Dinner will be buffet and will be served at the
hotel restaurant
Yatris requested to carry Photo ID for swift
check-in

Day 1 - 22 November 2022
7:00 - 9:00

9:00 - 10:30

Breakfast at Restaurant in
Hotel Konark Grand

-

Orientation on TGY and
Social Innovation approach
for inclusive
entrepreneurship

-

-

-

Breakfast is served as buffet in Hotel
Restaurant between 7:00 AM- 9:00 AM
A la Carte order are charged extra and not
covered by DA
Introduction of Yatris
Presentation on W4P Social Innovation led
Entrepreneurship development by DA team
Yatris to be explained on Thematic areas and
outputs for the sessions

Listening and Co-creation with the entrepreneurs
10:30 - 11:00

Travel to field for
immersion activities

-

11:00 - 12:00

Community Canvas Game
with communities at
Kirtartara village to gauge
local entrepreneurship
potential
Comic Workshop with
potential entrepreneurs to
understand the
entrepreneurial journey
will be done at Bhatewara
village

-

Yatris will be divided into 2 groups and go
to 2 villages:
Bhatewara village in Chanbey Block
Kirtartara in City Block
Local cabs will be arranged in front of the
hotel according to respective team members
Yatris to be part of the tool in action and
understand the narrative on entrepreneurship

12:00 - 13:30

Visit to Entrepreneurs

-

-

13:30 - 14:30

Lunch at Hotel Konark
Grand Rose Hall

-

Each group will meet 4 entrepreneurs in the
following order:
Chanbey: Roshan Ali (Integrated Fishery and
Poultry units), Kanhaiya Lal (udyaME kiosk),
Jauhar Ansari (Garment Manufacturing),
Seema Yadav (E-rickshaw)
City Block: Mirzapur Rural Mart, Uma
Baranwal (Food Processing), Pragya Devi (erickshaw), Changur (e-rickshaw manufacturer)
Buffet

Enterprise Prototypes to Create Green and Inclusive Jobs
14:30 - 16:30

Co-creating solutions for
entrepreneurs and
systemic prototype
mapping

16:30 - 17:00

Snacks

17:00 - 19:00

Sightseeing to Vindhyachal
Temple area/ Pakka Ghat/
Wyndham Falls

19:00 - 19:30

Return to the hotel

20:00 - 21:30

Dinner at Restaurant

-

Post quick cross exchanges of information, the
Yatris will work within smaller groups with
entrepreneurs and field team, try to co-create
potential solutions/ map existing prototypes.

-

Dinner is served as a buffet in Hotel
Restaurant between 7:30 PM- 10:30 PM
A La Carte orders are charged extra and not
covered by DA

-

Day 2 - 23 November 2022
Timings
7:00 - 9:00

Agenda
Breakfast at Restaurant in
Hotel Konark Grand

Remarks
-

Breakfast is served as a buffet in Hotel
Restaurant between 7:00 AM- 9:00 AM
A La Carte orders are charged extra and not
covered by DA

Systemic Prototypes to Build Entrepreneurial Ecosystems
9:00 - 10:30

Debriefing of Day 1 and
Working session for
presentation by

-

Working session on the PPT to be presented at
the 24th Nov event

10:30 - 11:00

Orientation on Coalition

-

Orientation of the Yatris on the format of the
Coalition and agenda of the coalition along
with guest introductions

Acceleration: Mainstream Learning for Impact at Scale
11:00 - 13:00

District Entrepreneurship
Coalition at Hotel Konark
Grand (Rose Hall)

-

Work together with local stakeholders in
Regional Entrepreneurship Coalition to
develop an acceleration for enterprise
development

13:00 - 14:00

Buffet Lunch at the hotel

14:00 - 14:30

Check out from the hotel

-

The yatris are requested to check out from
their respective rooms latest by 14:30 PM.
Any extra expenditure for room services or
alcohol will have to pay by the Yatris

14:30 onwards

Reach Prayagaraj to catch
Vande Bharat Express

-

Yatris will be given printed tickets for Vande
Bharat train. Dinner is included in the Vande
Bhara Train.

11:30

Reach Delhi

-

Local conveyance will be provided to Yatris
and people from outstation will be taken to
respective hotels
Yatris from Delhi can request local travel
arrangements from DA team

-

24th November 2022
7:00 - 9:00

Breakfast at Hotel Udman

-

Breakfast buffet to served at the hotel
restaurant
Yatris returning back to home station on 24th
Nov 2022, are requested to check out from
hotel

9:00 - 9:30

Travel to India Habitat
Centre (IHC)

-

Yatris will be escorted to India Habitat Centre
by DA team. Local taxis are to be arranged at
the hotel lobby

9:30 - 13:00

Saar Sangam at IHC

-

As part of the synthesis of the 2 day
TARAGRAM Yatra, Saar Sangam will be
conducted at IHC
Yatris can connect with the DA team for local
conveyance to Railway station or Airport

-

(All yatris will need to participate in Delhi as well)

